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		Echocardiography remains the most commonly used imaging technique to visualize the heart and great vessels, and this clinically oriented text by Drs. Scott D. Solomon, Justina C. Wu, and Linda D. Gillam helps you make the most of its diagnostic and prognostic potential for your patients. Part of the highly regarded Braunwald’s family of cardiology references, Essential Echocardiography expertly covers basic principles of anatomy and physiology, the appearance of normal variants across a wide range of cardiovascular diseases, and the hands-on approaches necessary to acquire and interpret optimal echocardiographic images in the clinical setting.

		
			Abundant illustrations provide a superb visual learning experience both in print and online. Images convey clear, classic examples that represent decades of experience over multiple institutions, as well as recent advances in the field.
	
			More than 485 accompanying video clips mirror the images in the text, with easy-to-follow links from the figure citation to the video online.
	
			Each section includes one or two clinical cases that illustrate key concepts.
	
			Written by expert echocardiographers and sonographers who emphasize practical applications throughout the text, and superbly illustrated by physician-artist Dr. Bernard Bulwer.
	
			Ideal for anyone currently using or learning to use echocardiography, including cardiologists, cardiology fellows, sonographers, anesthesiologists, critical care physicians, emergency physicians, radiologists, residents, and medical students.
	
			Expert Consult™ eBook version included with purchase. This enhanced eBook experience allows you to search all of the text, figures, and references from the book on a variety of devices.
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The Data-Driven Project Manager: A Statistical Battle Against Project ObstaclesApress, 2018

	Discover solutions to common obstacles faced by project managers. Written as a business novel, the book is highly interactive, allowing readers to participate and consider options at each stage of a project. The book is based on years of experience, both through the author's research projects as well as his teaching lectures at business...
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Lean-Agile Acceptance Test-Driven Development: Better Software Through CollaborationAddison Wesley, 2011

	Developing software with testable requirements is the theme of this book. A
	testable requirement is one with an acceptance test. Acceptance tests drive the
	development of the software. As many development groups have experienced,
	creating acceptance tests prior to implementing requirements decreases defects
	and...
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Pomeranians For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007


	So you’re thinking about getting a Pom? Maybe you know you

	want one but you’re wondering how to find a good one. Or just

	maybe you’re already a proud Pom parent and want to find out

	more about sharing your life with your puffy pal. Whatever your

	reasons, you’re off to a great start by discovering more...
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Wireless J2ME Platform ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2002
The authoritative tutorial for wireless J2ME application developers.

	The essential tutorial for every J2ME platform developer: no wireless experience necessary 
	Complete coverage of architecture, design, coding, debugging, and deployment
	Advanced topics include-persistent storage, networking,...
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Co-Creation of High-Tech Products in the B2B Domain (Markt- und Unternehmensentwicklung Markets and Organisations)Springer, 2019

	
		Leontin Karl Grafmüller explores how companies can better manage co-creation in the B2B high-tech domain. Co-creation is an active, creative and social collaboration process between customers and providers, in which customers become active participants in innovation processes of a firm to jointly develop new products. The...
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Neuro-linguistic Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Learn how to apply NLP to fine-tune life skills, build rapport, enhance communication, and become more persuasive


	One of the most exciting psychological techniques in use today, neuro-linguistic programming helps you model yourself on those-or, more accurately, the thought processes of those-who are stellar in their fields....
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